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The new music sensation

„We aim to offer exceptional sound quality along

with all the benefits of digital technology.

With Olive, you will enjoy music like never before.“

hello@myoliveone.com
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LOVE YOUR MUSIC

Olive SOUND is the new music sensation for your home.

Its individual design combined with high class sound technology 

makes this device so unique.

Three different heights create a perfect sound for any room size

Olive SOUND is made to LOVE YOUR MUSIC.
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All your music

Stream, store, organize and play all your music with the Olive SOUND´s 

integrated, ultra-fast and open operating system and built-in SSD. 

Simply plug in Olive SOUND and enjoy amazing sound.

Olive SOUND is made to create good mood.
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3D sound

Optimized for your enjoyment.

Two amplifiers, one of the best digital-to-analog converters (DAC)

on the market and our patented technology ensure 

a unique listening experience with unforgettable spatial sound. 

Olive SOUND is made to deliver 360° sound.
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High class design

Olive SOUND is a refreshing alternative to the horde of boxy,

plasticky music players of the word. The Olive HD player

is constructed with a fine-grade aluminum enclosure

and covered with a beautiful glass touch screen.

The cover of the wood-based housing for the 10 loudspeakers

is customizable in color, size and material.

Olive SOUND is unique.
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Technology HD player

A brilliant 7“ color touch-screen navigation,

storage for more than 10,000 albums in CD quality or 30,000 HD tracks,

built-in HD amplifier and a wireless dock to play music from your iPhone or 

Android-based portable devices.

Olive SOUND supports HD music formats

that deliver 250x the resolution of CD music;

but even if you’re playing MP3s or music streaming services,

it has one of the best analog output stages in the industry

and will enhance everything you play 
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Technology speaker

Omnidirectional 3D sound through

6x aluminum dome tweeter 4x bass woofers

in its wood-based housing.

Cable management and power supply integration.

Made in Germany.
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Olive Audio GmbH
Leopoldstraße 23
80802 München
Germany

Phone: +49 (0)89 700 74 647
email: hello@myoliveone.com




